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LA BELEZA - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT610

La belleza es tu cabeza means 'beauty is in your head'
in Spanish.
Lately, this sentence has been appearing more and more
often on Barcelona's walls, shop shutters, trash bins. 
It's an invitation to love the most precious thing we have - the
ability to understand.
La bellezza es tu cabeza is a magnetic board equipped with
5 magnets that allow you to place on the board surface
anything you like - pictures, memos, notes. 
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 
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LOVESTORMING - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT611

A love storm will make you fall in love.
Lovestorm is a magnetic board equipped with
5 magnets that allow you to place on the board surface
anything you like - pictures, memos, notes.
Lovestorming offers a lovely gift idea for the king or queen
of your heart - it's perfect for romantically keeping track of
mettings, memories and to-do lists.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 
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OMNIA VINCIT AMOR - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT612

Omnia vincit amor is Latin for 'love wins everything'.
A sentence worth remembering at all times.
Omnia Vincit Amor is a magnetic board equipped
with 5 magnets that allow you to place on the board surface
anything you like - pictures, memos, notes.
Ideal as a lovely gift idea for the king or queen of your heart. 
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 
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WORDS - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT613 (50X50cm); IT613wB (80x80cm)

Words is a magnetic board/organiser.
It is equipped with 5 magnets that allow you to place on
the board surface anything you like - pictures, memos, notes.
Words pays tribute to words, inviting you to use them
carefully.
It is ideal for use in living and sitting areas, by the sofa, where 
you usually entertain your guests.
Words is available in two sizes - 50x50 cm and 80x80 cm.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50-80cm / W 50-80cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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WORDS - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. 616w (50X50cm); 616wB (80x80cm)

Never Give Up - an inspiration, a mantra, a truth bomb never
to be let of out sight.
Never Give Up is a magnetic board equipped with 5 magnets
that allow you to place on the board surface anything
you like - pictures, memos, notes.
Never Give Up is available in two sizes 50x50 cm and
80x80 cm.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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BRAINSTORMING - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT602 (50X50cm); IT602B (80x80cm)

When you brainstorm, your whole brain is focused on being
creative and inventing new things.
This is why you may need a handy board where you can
pin down and keep track of train thoughts and random
ideas - sketches, notes, pictures, inspirations.
It is complete with 5 magnets that add a 3D dimension to it. 
Brainstorming is available in two sizes 50x50 cm and
80x80 cm.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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HEART - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT601

This magnetic board is perfect for accommodating all
your thoughts, notes, and even photographs.
An original and practical solution to organize memories
and memos.
With a set of cute arrow-shaped magnets, this could be
cupid’s very own creation.
Add a little love to your life.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 
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REMEMBER - MAGNETIC BOARD - ORGANIZER
Cod. IT522 (80x80cm)

Remember is a magnetic board complete with 31 magnets
where you can place anything you like - pictures, memos
notes, to-do lists and so on.
A great organiser and an exclusive decoration item too.
Thanks to its large size, it suitable as a stand-alone
decoration for your walls.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.

Measurements H 80 cm / W 80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €196 (80x80cm) 
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ET TOI? - MAGNETIC BOARD
Cod. IT603

Et Toi Tu M'Aimes? is a magnetic board hand screen printed.
Special magnetic elements, named "krokkini"
have a magnet on both ends: on the end sticking to the
board and - through a steel wire - on the end that will hold
your photo (or message, note, etc).
Each piece of paper is suspended in the air, turning the
board into a visually powerful 3D item.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. 

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82 
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KROK 1 - PERPETUAL CALENDAR
Cod. IT401w (white) IT401b (black)

Krok 1 it’s a perpetual calendar.
Special magnetic components, named “krokkini”, have a
magnet on both ends: the one attached to the panel and
the other one in the final part. 
This last one is made by a steel wire on which end is located
the other magnet where to insert the photo, message,  note etc
pointment again: the Krok Magnetic Calendar is here to help.
Each piece of paper is suspended in the air, turning the
board into a visually powerful 3D item.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. 

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82 
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KROK 2 - PERPETUAL CALENDAR - ORGANIZER
Cod. IT402w; IT402b (30x100cm)

Krok 2 it’s a perpetual calendar.
Special magnetic components, named “krokkini”, have a
magnet on both ends: the one attached to the panel and
the other one in the final part. 
This last one is made by a steel wire on which end is located
the other magnet where to insert the photo, message,  note etc
pointment again: the Krok Magnetic Calendar is here to help.
Each piece of paper is suspended in the air, turning the
board into a visually powerful 3D item.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. 

Measurements H 30 cm / W 100 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €99  
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KROK 3 - PERPETUAL CALENDAR - ORGANIZER
Cod. IT403w; IT403b (100x30cm)

Krok 3 it’s a perpetual calendar.
Special magnetic components, named “krokkini”, have a
magnet on both ends: the one attached to the panel and
the other one in the final part. 
This last one is made by a steel wire on which end is located
the other magnet where to insert the photo, message,  note etc
pointment again: the Krok Magnetic Calendar is here to help.
Each piece of paper is suspended in the air, turning the
board into a visually powerful 3D item.
This board is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. 

Measurements H 100 cm / W 30 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €99  
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NICETIME - WALL CLOCK
Cod. IT615w (50x50cm); IT615wB (80x80)

Day by day, hour by hour, minute by minute Have A Nice Time
clock wishes you to have the best time ever!
Thanks to its large size, it suitable as a stand-alone decoration
for your walls.
This clock is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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CHANGING CLOCK - WALL CLOCK
Cod. IT420w (white 50x50cm); IT420b (black 50x50); IT420wB (white 80x80)

Day by day, hour by hour, minute by minute Have A Nice Time
clock wishes you to have the best time ever!
Thanks to its large size, it suitable as a stand-alone decoration
for your walls.
This clock is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €92.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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TIME LINE - WALL CLOCK
Cod. IT606w; IT606b

The Timeline Wall Clock gives an idea of 'relativity' through
its original design.
Time is something extremely dynamic and can be measured
through established codes.
In Timeline Contemporary Geometric Clock, a broken line
struggles to break free from the clock surface but it's trapped
by a net of dots.
This clock is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is then
bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €92.00 
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S-ENSO - WALL CLOCK
Cod. IT607w (white 50x50cm); IT607b (black 50x50cm); IT607r (red); IT607wB (white 80x80cm)

Enso in Japanese means circle, and is among the most
common subjects of Japanese calligraphy.
Often the graphic sign comes with an explanatory sentence.
Many calligraphers draw an Enso every day as a sort of
journal where they note down feelings, desires or thoughts.
Our lives are often busy and paced by a time that seems to
be slipping through our fingers.
With S-Enso DesignObject means to freeze time and to
contain it in an empty space.
Through S-Enso Big we can control our time, stop and give
a new 'sense' to every day. This clock is available in 2 version 
50x50cm and 80x80cm, in three colour options.

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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BIKE - WALL CLOCK
Cod. IT608w (white 50x50cm); IT608b (black 50x50cm);  IT608wB (white 80x80cm)

The Bike Big clock is a must have for bike lovers.
It contains a suggestion to go outside, enjoy the fresh air and
take it easy without thinking about time.
Time flies on the wings of your wheels.
This metal clock is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is
then bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed

Measurements H 50-80 cm / W 50-80 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00 (50x50cm); €196 (80x80cm) 
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CINQUINO - WALL CLOCK - ORGANIZER
Cod. IT609w 

The Cinquino o'Clock Clock has a square powder-coated iron
base, on which stands a coloured motif as a tribute to an icon
of Italian style. Including two magnetic clips and a magnetic
keychain, the timepiece doubles as an organizer—an essential
home accessory maybe, but by no means an ordinary one.
This metal clock is made from laser-cut metal sheet that is
then bent and powder-coated. Hand screen printed

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00
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CLOCK NUMBERS LINE - WALL CLOCK 
Cod. IT508 

The Numbers Line Clock has a square base of black
powder-coated iron, on which the numerals in white squares
stand out, appearing to be lifting off the face—an essential
and basic home accessory maybe, but by no means an
ordinary one.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00
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CLOCK NUMBERS CIRCLE - WALL CLOCK 
Cod. IT509 

The Numbers Circle Clock has a square base of black
powder-coated iron, on which the numerals in white squares
stand out, appearing to be lifting off the face—an essential
and basic home accessory maybe, but by no means an
ordinary one.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00
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ONLY HOURS- WALL CLOCK 
Cod. IT510 

The Only Hours Clock has a square base of black
powder-coated iron, on which just one white hand shows
the hours and the minutes. Stripping the timepiece down
to its bare essentials, the Only Hours is a basic home
accessory maybe, but it's by no means an ordinary one.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00
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CUBE CLOCK- WALL CLOCK 
Cod. IT604

The product of a collaboration between the Designobject.it
Studio and Dutch firm SEM Design, the Cube Clock sets
a white cube on a black background so that twice a day
at 1:45, the hands complete the 3D look of the figure.
Clockwork by German maker Junghans.

Measurements H 50 cm / W 50 cm / Thickness 2 cm
Materials Laser-cut, bent, powder-coated metal sheet

Retail Price:   €82.00
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